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Timers: Introduction
 A timer is a series of divide-by-2 flip flops that receives and input signals as a

clocking source

 The clock signal is applied to the first flip-flop which divides the frequency of
input clock signal by 2.

 When the output of one flip-flop is used to clock the second flip-flop, a series of
such successive n-stages will divide the applied input clock frequency by 2n.

 The frequency of the output pulse from the last stage is then Fclk/2n. Where Fclk is
the frequency of input clock signal to the timer.

 In timers, the steady output status of is known as each state. For example in a 3
bit counter there are 8 states (State0-State7). In state 7 the output lines of all the
flip-flops is 1. (111 for a 3 bit counter/timer)

 After state7, when the next input clock arrives, state 0 again reappears.
Technically, the counter/timer hardware is said to have “Overflown”.

 Timer overflow is an event when all the output pins of timer has changed to all
0’s from all 1’s

 It may be observed that the applied clock input to the timer hardware causes
state change.



Timers: Introduction
 Considering the input clock frequency to be of Fclk; The time required for

each state change is 1/Fclk.

 In case of an N bit counter; there are total 2N states before timer overflow occurs
(Assuming the starting state to be state0).

 Thus 2N/Fclk amount of time elapses before timer overflow event occurs,
(Assuming the starting state to be state0)

 For an 8 bit timer with input clock of 1 MHz; the timer overflow will occur after 28/1
µs, or 256 µs. (Assuming the starting state to be state0)

 For a 16 bit timer with input clock of 1 MHz, the timer overflow will occur after
216/1 µs, or 65536 µs (Assuming the starting state to be state0)

 In case of an N bit counter; there are total (2N–S) states before timer overflow occurs
(Assuming the starting state to be state S).

 Thus 2N/Fclk amount of time elapses before timer overflow event occurs,
(Assuming the starting state to be state)

 For an 8 bit timer with input clock of 1 MHz; the timer overflow will occur after (28 -
255)/1 µs, or 1 µs. (Assuming the starting state to be state 255)

 For a 16 bit timer with input clock of 16 MHz, the timer overflow will occur after
(216 -65535)/1 µs, or 1 µs (Assuming the starting state to be state 65535 or state
FFFFH in hex)



Timers: Applications
 Interval Timing Applications

 The timer is programmed to overflow at a regular interval of time and the user

gets notified via the timer overflow flag (it gets set whenever timer overflow

occurs)

 All timing applications: Like digital time clock, to check the elapsed time

between two conditions, pulse width measurements

 The internal clock pulse is used for input clocking source to the timer hardware

 Event counting

 Event counting is used to determine the occurrence of an event

 Event is an external stimulus that provides a 1-0 signal transition at the input

clocking source of the timer.

 Baud rate generation for serial communication



On-chip timers of 8051

 Microcontroller applications require the counting of external events, or
generation of precise time delays between computer actions.

 Both these tasks can be accomplished by using software techniques, but
software loops for counting or timing may miss the timing events and also it
hogs the processor to prevent it from performing something more
important.

 Hardware Timer/counters are provided in 8051 to perform timing/counting
tasks in a dedicated and accurate manner.

 Two 16 bit timers/counter hardware; Timer 0 and Timer 1

 Four operational modes available.

 The clocking source is derived from either processor clock (timer operation)
or from external pulsing source (Counter operation)



On-chip timers of 8051

 Two 16 bit timers/counter hardware

 Timer Registers

 Timer 0: TH0 (8 bit), TL0 (8 Bit)

 Timer 1: TH1 (8 bit), TL1 (8 Bit)

 Control Registers

 TMOD: Contains timer mode control bits

 TCON: Contains timer run bits and Timer overflow interrupt bits

 Counter pins

 T0 (P3.4)

 T1 (P3.5)

 Interrupt flags

 Timer 0 (TF0)

 Timer 1 (TF1)



TCON register



TMOD register



Timer/counter Logic diagram



Operational modes of timer: Mode 0 

and Mode 1

 13 bit timer/counter mode

 16-bit timer/counter mode



Operational modes of timer: Mode 2

 8-bit auto reload mode



Operational modes of timer: Mode 3

 Split timer counter mode (Only Timer 0)



Methods to produce delay in 8051

 Software delay (using delay loop)

 Polling method (software polling of a hardware flag)

 Hardware delay (Using ISR of timer overflow interrupt to perform events)



Software Delay

Instruction Machine 

cycles

required

PUSH A 2

POP A 2

NOP 1

NOP 1

Time required: 6 (m/c)*12 

clock pulses/(12 MHz Clock 

frequency)

= 6 µ sec

Instruction Machine 

cycles

required

MOV R0, #n 1

BACK: PUSH A 2

POP A 2

NOP 1

NOP 1

DJNZ R0, BACK 2

Machine cycles required: 8 *n+1

Time required: (8n+1)*12 clock pulses/(12 

MHz Clock frequency)

= (8n+1) µ sec

= 1001 µ sec (for n=125D)



Software Delay

Instruction Machine 

cycles

required

MOV R1, #n2 1

BACK2: MOV R0, #n1 1

BACK1: PUSH A 2

POP A 2

NOP 1

NOP 1

DJNZ R0, BACK1 2

DJNZ R1, BACK2 2

• Machine cycles required M: 

• (8 × n1+1) × n2+1

• Time required: Mx12 clock pulses/(12 MHz 

Clock frequency)

= 10,011 µ sec (for n1=125D, n2=10 and 12 MHz 

clock)

• Toverhead= (10,011-10,000)=11 µ sec 

• % error = (Toverhead-Tdesired)*100/Tdesired = 0.11%



Software Delay subroutine

Instruction Machine 

cycles

required

DELAY: MOV R1, #n2 1

BACK2: MOV R0, #n1 1

BACK1: PUSH A 2

POP A 2

NOP 1

NOP 1

DJNZ R0, BACK1 2

DJNZ R1, BACK2 2

RET 2

• Machine cycles required M: 

• 2 (CALL)+(8 × n1+1) × n2+1+2(RET)

• Time required: Mx12 clock pulses/(12 MHz 

Clock frequency)

= (8n+1) µ sec = 10,015 µ sec (for n1=125D, 

n2=10 and 12 MHz clock)

• Toverhead= (10,015-10,000)=11 µ sec 

• % error = (Toverhead-Tdesired)*100/Tdesired = 0.15%



A program to toggle a port pin every 10 ms by 

using software delay program. Assume fclk=12 MHz

ORG 0000H

MOV P0, #00H

SETB P0.0

BACK: LCALL DELAYSOFT

CPL P0.0

SJMP BACK

ORG 00F0H

DELAYSOFT: MOV R1, #10

BACK1: MOV R2, #125

BACK2: PUSH A

POP A

NOP

NOP

DJNZ R2, BACK2

DJNZ R1, BACK1

RET

END



Producing a delay using software 

polling method
 In this method delay is produced

by trapping the program control to

a loop statement till a hardware

flag attains a desired stage to
proceed to next instruction

 In this method, the timer is

initialized, configured, and started.

The program control then waits till
the timer overflow flag becomes 1.

 Only when it becomes 1, the

program control proceeds to

execute next instructions.

 Consider the program to

complement Port 0 after 10 ms

using timer 0 software polling
method

ORG 0000H

MOV P0,#00H ; Make port 0 as output

MOV IE, #82H ; enable timer 0 overflow interrupt

MOV TMOD, #01H; Configure Timer 0 in mode 1

ITER: MOV TH0, #0D8H; Load initial count value

MOV TL0,#0F0H; Load initial count value

MOV TCON, #10H; Timer 0 is started and TF0 is 

manually reset (although not required to reset 

when timer 0 interrupt is enabled)

HERE: JNB TF0, HERE ; 10 ms software polled timer delay

CPL P0 ; Complement port 0

SJMP ITER; Continue infinitely

END

IE: Interrupt Enable register



Write a program to produce a delay of 500ms by 

software polling method (with interrupts enabled)

ORG 0000H

MOV P0,#00H

MOV IE, #82H 

MOV TMOD, #01H

SETB P0.0

ITER: MOV R0,#50

BACK: MOV TH0, #0D8H

MOV TL0,#0F0H

MOV TCON, #10H ; NEEDED ONLY FOR THE FIRST TIME LOOP ENTERS

HERE: JNB TF0, HERE ; 10 ms software polled timer delay

DJNZ R0, BACK

CPL P0.0

SJMP ITER



Write a program to produce a delay of 500ms by 

software polling method (with interrupts disabled)
ORG 0000H

LJMP 0080H

ORG 0080H

MAIN: MOV P0, #00H

MOV IE, #80H ;disable timer 0 overflow interrupts, other interrupts may be enabled

MOV TMOD, #01H

SETB P0.0

ITER: MOV R0, #02H

BACK: MOV TH0, #0D8H

MOV TL0, #0F0H

SETB TR0 ;Start Timer 0

HERE: JNB TF0, HERE ; 10 ms software polled timer delay

CLR TF0 ; Check that TF0 is 1 now since no ISR is executed (interrupts disabled)!! so clear it 

manually!!

DJNZ R0, BACK

CPLP0.0

SJMP ITER

END



Hardware delay

 In this method, Timer overflow interrupt is enabled and the primary action is executed within

the ISR for timer overflow. So in this method, timer overflow interrupt must be enabled.

 The timer is initialized, configured and started.

 ISR of timer overflow is implemented.

 When timer overflows:

 TFx flag becomes 1

 Since bit ETx of IE register is enabled, control will branch to the corresponding ISR (must be

implemented before hand) of concerned timer.

 The PC gets loaded with branching address of 001BH for timer 1 or 000BH for timer 0 during

branching process

 IE will be automatically reset to zero once the program control branches to ISR

 The ISR will get executed and program control will return to the main program that may be

used to do something meaningful.

 The following program illustrates the concept:



Write a program to toggle P0.0 by using pure 

hardware delay
ASSEMBLER 

DIRECTIVES

LABEL INSTRUCTIONS COMMENTS

ORG 0000H

LJMP 00FFH ;Branch to main program

ORG 000BH ;Start implementing the ISR for Timer 0 overflow event

CLR         TF0 ;This is not necessary, the system will reset it once ISR is 

hit, just to highlight that it is safe to do so, for other 

hardware flags LIKE RI or TI

MOV TH0, #0D8H ;Load count for 10 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

(MSByte)

MOV TL0, #0F0H ;Load count for 10 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

(LSByte)

SETB TR0 ;No need to do this as timer will continue to run even 

after overflow and will not stop until TR0 is reset again

CPLP0.0 ; Perform primary operation

RETI ;Return to main program



ASSEMBLER 

DIRECTIVES

LABEL INSTRUCTIONS COMMENTS

ORG 00FFH ; Implement main program from 

00FFH

MOV IE, #82H ; enable timer overflow interrupt

MOV TMOD, #01H ; set mode of timer 0 to 16 bit timer 

(Mode 1)

SETB P0.0 ; Set pin P0.0

MOV TH0, #0D8H ;Load count for 10 ms OVERFLOW 

time for timer (MSByte)

MOV TL0, #0F0H ;Load count for 10 ms OVERFLOW 

time for timer (LSByte)

MOV TCON, #10H ; Start the timer

HERE: SJMP HERE ; Do something in main program

END



Write a program to toggle P0.0 by after 10 ms and P0.1 at 20 ms

Interval both using pure hardware delay
ASSEMBLER 

DIRECTIVES

LABEL INSTRUCTIONS COMMENTS

ORG 0000H

LJMP 00FFH ;Branch to main program first

ORG 000BH ;Vector address for timer 0 overflow

LJMP 0040H ; Branch to a desired location where ISR codes will be 

implemented, as ISR will not fit in 16 byte space

ORG 001BH ;Vector address for timer 1 overflow

LJMP 00A0H ; Branch to a desired location where ISR codes will be 

implemented, as ISR will not fit in 16 byte space

ORG 0040H ; Implement ISR for Timer 0 overflow 

ISR_T0: MOV TH0, #0D8H ;Load count for 10 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

(MSByte)

MOV TL0, #0F0H ;Load count for 10 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

(LSByte)

CPLP0.0 ; Perform primary operation

RETI ;Return to main program



ASSEMBLER 

DIRECTIVES

LABEL INSTRUCTIONS COMMENTS

ORG 00A0H ; Implement codes for ISR for timer 1 overflow

ISR_T1: MOV TH1, #0B1H ;Load count for 20 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

1(MSByte)

MOV TL1, #0E0H ;Load count for 20 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

1(LSByte)

CPLP0.1 ; Perform primary operation

RETI ;Return to main program



ASSEMBLER 

DIRECTIVES

LABEL INSTRUCTIONS COMMENTS

ORG 00FFH ; Implement main program from 00FFH

MOV IE, #8AH ; enable EA bit, timer0, and timer1 overflow interrupt

MOV TMOD, #11H ; set mode of timer 0 and timer 1 to 16 bit timer (Mode 

1)

SETB P0.0 ; Set pin P0.0

SETB P0.1 ; Set pin P0.1

MOV TH0, #0D8H ;Load count for 10 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

0(MSByte)

MOV TL0, #0F0H ;Load count for 10 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

0(LSByte)

MOV TH1, #0B1H ;Load count for 20 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

1(MSByte)

MOV TL1, #0E0H ;Load count for 20 ms OVERFLOW time for timer 

1(LSByte)

MOV TCON, #50H ; Start the timers

HERE: SJMP HERE ; Do something in main program

END



Write a program to toggle P0.0 by using pure hardware 

delay and P0.1 using software polled method at an interval 

of 10ms. 

ORG 0000H

LJMP 00FFH

ORG 000BH ; ISR for timer0 overflow

MOV TH0, #0D8H ;10 ms OVERFLOW time

for timer

MOV TL0, #0F0H

CPLP0.0

SETB F0

RETI

ORG 00FFH

MAIN: MOV P0, #00H

MOV IE, #82H

MOV TMOD, #01H

SETB P0.0

SETB P0.1

CLRF0

MOV TH0, #0D8H ;10 ms OVERFLOW

time for timer

MOV TL0, #0F0H

MOV TCON, #10H

HERE: JNB F0, HERE

CPLP0.1

CLRF0

SJMP HERE

END




